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ABSTRACT
This paper uses the application of the automatic gearbox of BMW’s Mini Cooper as an example to
give an overview over the efficient tools and calibration processes of FEV Motorentechnik. Focus
will be the description of driving strategy calibration, the objective analysis and optimization of shift
quality and the requirement based management of calibration parameters.
The FEV tool ShiftAnalyzer is used to calibrate the driving strategy offline. It allows a quick
configuration of a simplified powertrain model regarding vehicle- and powertrain characteristics and
allows the calibration engineer to generate a basic set of calibration parameters offline.
ShiftAnalyzer enables the calibration engineer to test the basic settings against requirements like
elasticity or cycle fuel consumption. Therefore it complements calibration work in the vehicle with
analytic results and speeds up the calibration process significantly. FEV uses the tool FEVos to
analyze and optimize the shift quality of automated gearboxes. FEVos uses measured signals like
engine speed and accelerations to generate quality factors (e.g. VDV) in the time- and frequency
domain. This allows the objective evaluation and tracking of shift quality and simplifies the
optimization of shift procedures. Especially in projects with a large number of powertrain- or vehicle
variants, the management of calibration parameter sets is a big challenge. Because of that a
requirement based parameter management is a very important part of the FEV calibration process.
The data base does not only include the parameters itself, it also includes a correlation to the
physical characteristics of the powertrain. This correlation allows a fast synthesis of parameter sets
for variants out of previously calibrated powertrains.
In this contribution to the symposium it will be described how analytical tools and processes make
the application process very time- and cost efficient.

CHALLENGES OF TRANSMISSION APPLICATION
Looking at market shares of transmissions is useful to derive requirements for transmission
application processes. Figure 1 shows Europe’s market shares of different transmission types
today and in 2015. Traditional automatic transmissions with converter clutches (AT) currently have
a market share of 26% and will keep it in the next years. Manual transmission will loose some
market share in favour of dual clutch transmissions (DCT) that will be more than 10% in 2015. A
similar trend to more automated drivetrains with a higher complexity can also be shown for Asian
or American markets.

This trend also reflects a trend to higher costs for transmission development especially with the
rising market shares of DCTs or even possible trends to more hybridized transmissions. For future
transmission application programmes two major conclusions can be drawn:
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Figure 1: Market shares for different transmission types in Europe today and in 2015 (average from
different sources)
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•

The higher complexity of future powertrains will lead to a higher skill level that is needed to
calibrate transmissions. In order to calibrate transmissions in an efficient way a good
knowledge over the influences of calibration variables on driveability, fuel consumption and
other vehicle attributes is mandatory. Possible side effects of parameter changes always
have to be considered during the calibration process. Therefore the use of tools that
facilitates the analysis of the influence of calibration variables on vehicle attributes will
become more important in order to calibrate future transmissions in a cost- and time
efficient way.
The higher development and piece costs of future transmissions will magnify the trend to
more vehicle- and engine variants with similar transmissions to use the scaling effects of
mass production and application. Therefore the effective management of calibration
datasets within huge vehicle programmes will be a key attribute of successful transmission
application processes.

A typical example for such an application programme with a large number of variants is the
application of a six speed AT transmission in BMW’s Mini Cooper (see figure 2) that FEV is
currently carrying out. Work scope of FEV is the mechanical and functional integration of an AT
transmission in the Mini Cooper as a complete turn key project. Within this project the same

transmission has to be calibrated for more than 20 variants of vehicle bodies, engines and country
derivates. The consequent use of offline tools enables FEV engineers to carry out such
programmes in a very efficient way. Some of the used tools will be described in the next chapters.

Figure 2: BMW’s Mini Cooper

EFFICIENT OFFLINE CALIBRATION OF THE DRIVING STRATEGY
When calibrating the driving strategy of an automated transmission a huge number of different
driving situations have to be investigated and optimized. Calibration bugs in standard driving
situations that occur during normal testing of the vehicle are usually detected and eliminated
without much effort. But to ensure a convenient behaviour for the driver under all situations a huge
amount of tests under different load- and road conditions must be conducted. Aim of the FEV
ShiftAnalyzer is the minimization of needed vehicle testing regarding driving strategy.
The basic principle of FEV ShiftAnalyzer is a generic and simplified model of an automated
drivetrain and the vehicle. Figure 3 shows the configuration view of this tool that allows the user to
adapt this model to the chosen vehicle and drivetrain by selecting the powertrain architecture with
“drag and drop” and configuring basic parameters like driving resistance, engine characteristics,
gear ratios, vehicle mass and inertias.

This model of the powertrain can then be used for various analyzing options like:
• Analysis of single shift entry and exit conditions under different loads, pedal positions and
speeds.
• Free wheel torque evaluation for deriving optimal elasticity in every gear.
• Analysis of influence of calibration changes on fuel consumption for predefined cycles.
• Power- and torque split investigations for hybrid vehicles.

Figure 3: Configuration view of FEV ShiftAnalyzer
As an example for a simple but effective analysis figure 4 shows a standard view of FEV
ShiftAnalyzer that is used for the free wheel torque analysis of the Mini Cooper. In the lower part of
the window the calibration map is shown. This map (ECO shift map in this example) can be loaded
directly from the TCU and after optimization of the map it can be downloaded to the TCU in the
same manner. Above this part of the window the analyzing view is shown. In this example the free
wheel torque is shown over the vehicle speed for different gears. A free wheel torque of 0 Nm
result in constant driving. Vertical solid lines represent upshifts whereas dotted vertical lines
represent downshifts.
The zoomed section shows the 5-6 upshift for an accelerator position of 50%. Because the free
wheel torque decreases to zero the vehicle will not accelerate any more after the shift. As a result
the driver will increase the accelerator position what may result in a downshift again. This tendency
to pendulum shifts can be investigated very easily with the ShiftAnalyzer by checking the reaction
to an increased accelerator position again. Next step in this example would be a test with an
increased accelerator position to 60% to check, if an appropriate vehicle acceleration is possible
without a downshift. Checking and optimizing such driving situations in vehicle tests would rapidly
increase the amount of vehicle tests. Therefore FEV ShiftAnalyzer is a tool that increases the
performance of a calibration project very much from the first desktop calibration up to the last
approval of the SOP calibration dataset.
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Figure 4: Free wheel torque analysis with FEV ShiftAnalyzer

OBJECTIVE SHIFT QUALITY EVALUATION
Shift quality is one major attribute of automatic transmissions. When calibrating shifts the impact of
calibration changes on shift quality is not always clear because of a not objective rating. Although
there are clear standards for shift quality ratings the results are still subjective and fuzzy for various
reasons:
•
•

•

Each driver has a different sensitivity, experience and expectance for the evaluation of shift
quality. This makes ratings different from one to another driver.
If there are large time spans of several weeks or months between different ratings the
subjective reference for such ratings is lost. This would lead to different ratings of the
identical vehicle at two different points in time.
Very small changes of shift quality may not be detected because of a limited sensitivity of
the driver.

These disadvantages can be avoided by using an objective shift quality evaluation tool like FEVos
(FEV objective shift). FEVos uses two characteristic numbers to evaluate the shift quality out of
measured signals. The VDV (Variable Dose Value) is basically an integration of the fourth power of
a bandpass-filtered acceleration signal over the shift event:
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This number is an objective value for the shift shock in a frequency range, where human beings
are very sensitive against vibrations (1-30 Hz). Acceleration changes in a lower frequency range
(below 1.5 Hz) are evaluated by the LFP (Low Frequency Percentage) value
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with amax =acceleration level before shift and
amin =minimum acceleration level during shift.

(2)

The LFP represents the low frequency change of acceleration during shift, e.g. the torque hole of
AMT gearboxes. With the VDV and LFP the characteristics of a shift can be described completely.
Figure 5 gives a functional overview over FEVos. The measured transmission states and the
engine speed are used to detect shift events in arbitrary vehicle measurement files. The shift
detection module of FEVos does not only detect shift events, it also classifies the shifts into
different types of shifts, e.g. 1-2 powered upshifts or 5-4 motored downshifts. Different types of
filters are used to prepare the measured acceleration signal for the computation of the VDV and
the LFP for the detected and clustered shifts.
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Figure 5: Functional overview over FEVos
Within an application project, like the described calibration of the Mini Cooper, FEVos is used for
different reasons that are illustrated in figure 6. One obvious reason is the analysis and
optimization of shift quality. By plotting the fourth power of the filtered acceleration signal against
the engine speed and states of the shift the specific phase of the shift can be detected where the
shift shock occurs. This approach simplifies the analysis and optimization of shift quality
enormously. An optimized shift can then be verified by a comparison of VDV and LFP values
before and after the optimization.

The monitoring of shift quality over different software- or calibration releases is another important
use of FEVos. Because of the long time span between different releases it is not possible to detect
small changes of shift quality by subjective ratings. Expecting a permanent improvement of shift
quality over the different releases, an objectively measured decrease of shift quality before a
certain release will trigger further investigations.
Robustness of shifts events is another important characteristic of an automated gearbox. Only
shifts that are reproducible under similar conditions create a harmonic shift feeling for the driver. In
figure 6 the spread of VDV values of one dedicated shift under similar conditions is shown for two
different calibration datasets. It is obvious that one dataset leads to much more robust shifts than
the other one. An optimization of shift robustness and quality is usually done by trying different
datasets within a DOE test plan. Additionally the current shift quality can be compared to other
automated transmissions or vehicle applications with the help of FEVos. In a benchmark study
FEV’s well known scatterbands can be generated to compare VDV- or LFP values of the current
project with values from the FEV database.
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Figure 6: Use of FEVos within an application project

REQUIREMENT BASED PARAMETER MANAGEMENT
The process of calibration parameter handling in a project like the transmission application of more
than 20 variants of the Mini Cooper is a big challenge because of the
•
•
•
•
•

large number of calibration parameters (more than 600 parameters in this case)
many different combinations of engines and vehicles
amount of engineers that work in parallel on the project
different calibration milestones where complete datasets have to be delivered and the
different versions of xCUs and software that are used during the application.

As a consequence the most important requirement for such a process is the use of a database that
allows an effective handling and versioning of calibration parameters. In general two different
organization types of databases for calibration datasets are possible (see figure 7): In a parameter
oriented database one complete set of calibration parameters is stored for each variant of the
vehicle. The synthesis of calibration datasets for derivates of already calibrated vehicle variants is
done manually by the calibration engineer. A much more effective approach of parameter
management is use of a requirement based database. Here the data base does not only include
the parameters itself, it also includes a correlation to the physical characteristics of the powertrain
or the vehicle. In the first setup of the data base it has to be defined for every parameter if it is
depending on e.g. wheel size, vehicle body or engine. This link to a special characteristic of the
vehicle has advantages when a synthesis of a parameter set for a new vehicle derivate is
necessary.
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Figure 7: Different approaches of dataset management
This approach is illustrated with a simple example in figure 8. If there are for example already two
datasets for variants of different engines and wheel sizes, the third variant for the crossed
combination of engine and wheel size can be synthesized automatically by selecting the dedicated
groups of parameters for the right engine and the right wheel size out of the database. In large
application programmes with several different engines and bodies this kind of dataset management

makes the calibration process extremely cost- and time effective as the synthesized datasets are
very near to optimized version of the later final calibration. For transmission application in multivariant projects FEV uses the requirement based database system ReBECCa from AFT Atlas
Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH.
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Figure 8: Parameter set synthesis approach

SUMMARY
In the introduction of this paper the future need for efficient calibration tools and the ability for costand time effective variant calibration was pointed out. Using a current transmission calibration
project as an example – the calibration of more than 20 variants of BMW’s Mini Cooper – the most
important tools within the FEV application process were described. With FEV ShiftAnalyzer a tool
is available that supports calibration engineers in calibrating the driving strategy of automated
transmissions and therefore reduces vehicle testing dramatically. FEVos was introduced as an
offline tool that objectifies shift quality ratings in order to analyze the quality and robustness of
shifts, track shift comfort over several software and calibration releases and allow benchmarking of
shift quality. Regarding dataset management FEV decided to use a requirement based approach
because of its advantages when synthesizing new parameter sets for derivates out of previously
calibrated variants. The consequent use of modern offline tools and processes enables FEV to be
an efficient partner for todays and future transmission application projects.

